JOB: F
 ull-Stack Python Developer (Ref. No. 0172)
LOCATION: A
 nywhere
AVAILABILITY: Full-time
Lean Street Company is a high-touch tech consulting agency founded on the idea of eliminating
waste in product development and creating a process that supports rapid innovation.
We are hard-working, extremely passionate about technology, provide complete transparency and
understand how to best collaborate with other teams and businesses.
Our talent is gathered from around the world. To be part of the Lean Street team you have to be
more than a top-notch developer - You have to be passionate, assertive in communication, able
and eager to walk a mile in the client’s and user’s shoes, and advocate on their behalf. We
encourage lifestyle employment where we offer flexible work schedule as long as you get the job
done.

JOB DESCRIPTION:
You will be working on a new project, built from scratch. You will be responsible for setting up
continuous delivery, including the build pipeline and unit test automation.

GENERAL SKILLS:
+
+
+
+
+
+

At least intermediate to senior level of experience
Experience using Git
Following and setting good development practices (following proper Git flow, unit tests,
CI)
Good written and spoken communication skills in English
Assertive attitude with willingness to spot and solve problems
Ability to work in a multicultural / global team environment

REQUIRED BACKEND SKILLS:
+
+
+
+

Experience in developing modern Django web applications (Python 3) using relational
databases (PostgreSQL, MySQL)
Experience with Rest APIs – calling them and also developing them with Django REST
Framework
At least basic understanding of concepts on all layers across the whole system app:
linux-based servers, deployment process, web server (nginx)
Experience in using Amazon S3

+
+

Experience in integrating payment processing systems (Stripe, Authorize.Net, Dwolla)
Understanding of most fundamental web app security challenges; writing secure
applications

BONUS BACKEND SKILL:
+

At least a basic understanding of AWS, Docker, Redis

REQUIRED FRONTEND SKILLS:
+
+

Experience in HTML5 and CSS3
Experience in client-side JavaScript

BONUS FRONTEND SKILLS:
+
+
+
+

Willingness to convert UX designs into HTML/CSS
Familiarity with tools such as as Illustrator, Photoshop, InVision
At least basic understanding of SEO principles and ensuring that application will adhere to
them
Familiarity with tools: webpack, SASS, npm/yarn

CONTACT:
jobs@leanst.com - Please quote job N
 o. 0172 when applying.
We look forward to hearing from you!

